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Welcome to the Automobile Racing Club of America
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Founded in 1953 as a Midwest-based stock car
racing series, ARCA has grown and evolved to be
recognized as among the most diverse nationally
touring stock car series anywhere. Entering our
68th season, ARCA is the second-longest running
championship racing series in the country, and
remains consistently dedicated to fans,
competitors, and sponsors at the highest levels of
the sport.
NASCAR announced in April of 2018 its
acquisitions of ARCA, effective January 1 of
2019. The announcement formalized the more
than 7 decades long relationship between the two
sanctioning bodies and exemplifies NASCAR’s
continued efforts and interest in the sport of auto
racing. ARCA founder John Marcum’s association
with NASCAR founder Bill France, Sr. predates
the series itself spanning 8 decades.
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The 2020 Vision – ARCA 2.0

NASCAR’s acquisition of ARCA has brought about a structural overhaul to the sport’s foundation and focuses on the
developmental level of stock car racing – the platform between the highest level of grassroots racer and NASCAR’s top
three National Series.
This involves the formerly NASCAR branded K&N Pro Series East and K&N Pro Series West, and the tour currently
known as the ARCA Menards Series.
A merging and blending of these tours has established the portal to the highest level of the sport– strengthening the
formative platform for both aspiring stock car racers and veteran career racers alike, in an exciting, affordable, accessible
format.

The blended package is being operated under the ARCA banner, and is known as the ARCA Menards Series.

2019 ARCA Menards Series
20 Races

2019 K&N Pro Series
28 Races

2020 ARCA Menards Series
39 Races
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The 2020 Vision – Four Championships

20 races
Teams Eligible to
Race

Teams Eligible to
Race

8 races

10 races

11 races
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2020 – A National Footprint with Midwestern Roots
Capitalizing on the equity of the ARCA Brand to be positioned as the development platform for NASCAR, plans call for
a 39-race package, spanning coast-to-coast all under the ARCA banner and sanction.
While dedicated championships in the East Series and West Series regions will continue to allow regional race teams
the chance to race close to home, the core of the series will be contested in the heartland – most in markets with
Menards retail presence.

NATIONAL
TOUR

EAST

WEST
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Scope of Commitment
The sponsors involved in the series today play an
important role working together with the sanctioning
body and delivering opportunities to reach highly
passionate, knowledgeable, brand-loyal race fan
consumers. Participants share the same desire: to
maximize exposure, care for the customer, build
recognition and gain a competitive advantage whether
on the track or in the retail marketplace.
ARCA’s family of corporate sponsors represent a
broad-based mix of goods and services, manufacturers
and retailers, from Fortune 500 companies to regional
and local businesses, each using ARCA as
a marketing platform for advertising, promotion,
client/customer hospitality, and developing strong
business-to-business relationships.
From world-wide exposure to one-on-one interaction,
a marketing opportunity with ARCA is about creating
positive impressions and experiences all while
creating brand awareness, consideration and
opportunities for incremental sales revenue.
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Brand Loyalty
Auto racing has captured the imagination of the
21st century sports marketer. From the national
media to the Fortune 500 list, motorsports
continues to be the most effective sports
marketing opportunity in the country and this
success can be largely attributed to intense brand
loyalty exhibited by fans. As lifestyle groups
become more fragmented, it is increasingly more
difficult to deliver messages effectively. New
media options appear daily, and with so many new
choices, capturing the loyalty of an overexposed
consumer is a tricky proposition.
Marketing today is more than placing ads or
creating new distribution channels. It’s about
relationships … building them with consumers,
clients, and strategic partners to ensure they
receive measurable results.
Building a motorsports marketing platform can
bring these loyal race fan consumers closer to your
brand and product at the race track, at their
home, and in the retail marketplace.
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Program Administration and Validation
ARCA has worked hard to make supporting the series as convenient and efficient as possible.
Each team is provided a copy of the ARCA Awards Program guide, detailing each sponsorship program. The entry
blank for each event lists all special awards and contingency award programs in detail, and breaks down the
distribution of posted contingency money for eligible teams. Eligibility is determined by each program, including but
not limited to display of decals and contingent use of product. Teams failing to meet requirements are not eligible
for awards and awards are presented to the next eligible team in the event of non-compliance, guaranteeing 100%
payout.
The ARCA Marketing Department and the ARCA Competition Department each participate in the validation
process, through visual/manual checklists of decal application and photo back-up, to physical inspection of the
vehicles pre and post race.
ARCA handles all administration of the prize money and program validation and offers to fulfill product certificate
distribution. Sponsors receive electronic contingency reports following each event.
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Making A Difference
A sponsor partnership with ARCA is about creating positive impressions and experiences … experiences that move
consumers through the marketing purchase funnel, thus creating increased awareness, improved opinion, consideration,
and purchase intent.
It’s about driving behaviors, interactions, hand-raisers, lead generations, and ultimately leading conversions which
impact sales moving the needle measurably upward, advancing the consumer from price conscious shopper to longterm, devoted, brand-loyal fan and customer.

"We have been very pleased with our involvement in the ARCA Menards Series. It has allowed us to
reach a new audience as the official tire supplier and increased our brand awareness through race
entitlements, social media and customer hospitality. The product on track is producing great
competition and we consider the ARCA management a valued partner. We are looking forward to a very
exciting 2020 season.“
Travis Roffler, Director of Marketing for General Tire
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Media Metrics
In total, the ARCA Menards Series will visit 17of the top 20 TV Markets, including 4 of the top 5 and 6 of the top 10. ARCA has been
a top-rated series on the FOX Sports Broadcasting motorsports programming outlet which is now FS1. In addition, MavTV will
broadcast 12 events on a live basis, and NBCSN will cover an additional 15 events on a delayed basis. All 38 events will benefit
from broadcast coverage.
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2020 marks the third year of a multi-year television broadcast agreement between ARCA and Fox Sports. The 2020 broadcast
package will consist of eight races airing live, beginning with the Lucas Oil 200 from Daytona International Speedway February 8.
In addition, ARCA has partnered with MAVTV to add even more reach. 2020 is the first year of a new three-year agreement.
MAVTV will provided both TV broadcast and live streaming coverage of ARCA Racing from the tour’s popular short track venues
and dirt tracks. The 2020 broadcast package consists of all twelve races airing live.
Finally, NBCSN will continue its coverage of the ARCA Menards Series East and West events.

Event
Daytona
Nashville
Salem
Talladega
Toledo
Charlotte
Pocono
Michigan
Madison
Gateway
Chicago
Iowa
Elko
Pocono
Springfield
Berlin
DuQuoin
Salem
Lucas Oil
Kansas

Rating
.78
Cume
Cume
.4
Cume
.25
.19
Cume
Cume
.09
.09
Cume
Cume
.11
Cume
Cume
Cume
Cume
Cume
.06

Est. HH
650,000
N/A
N/A
500,000
N/A
210,000
108,000
N/A
N/A
53,000
76,000
N/A
N/A
88,000
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
37,000

2019 Viewership Data
Date
2-9
3-9
4-14
4-26
5-5
5-19
5-23
5-31
6-7
6-14
6-22
6-27
7-13
7-19
7-26
8-18
8-31
9-14
10-5
10-18

Event
Daytona
Pensacola
Salem
Talladega
Nashville
Toledo
Charlotte
Pocono
Michigan
Madison
Gateway
Chicago
Elko
Iowa
Pocono
Springfield
DuQuoin
Salem
Lucas Oil
Kansas

Avg. Cume HH: 231,000

Avg. Cume HH: 147,045

Avg. Cume Rating: .29

Avg. Cume Rating: .28

Rating
.71
Cume
Cume
.26
Cume
Cume
.20
.09
.20
Cume
Cume
.08
Cume
Cume
0.14
Cume
Cume
Cume
Cume
0.42

Est. HH
587,000
122,300
140,000
217,000
58,600
143,200
161,000
50,000
160,000
94,900
162,400
64,000
61,100
80,500
114,000
131,300
98,500
80,500
74,600
340,000

Attendance

Attendance

2018 Viewership Data
Date
2-10
4-7
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4-27
5-20
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7-27
8-19
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9-3
9-15
10-6
10-19
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Fans…By The Numbers
Race fan attendance has been consistently strong for ARCA Menards Series events over the past three years, during
which the average annual attendance for the nationally touring ARCA Menards Series has been 13,000 plus per event.
The core fanbase for the ARCA Menards Series represents the most sought after demographic desired by marketers:
adults between the ages of 18 & 54. Host speedway surveys reveal that 84 percent of at-track spectators fall into this
category, and also detail a high likelihood of brand loyalty toward ARCA sponsor products.

Gender

Age

Marital Status

55 & Over
35 - 54
18 - 34
13 - 17
12 &
0%

5%

10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%

Occupation

Employment Status

Household Income

Professional/
Management
Technical
Clerical
Sales
Skilled Trade
Laborer
Other
0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

Reference: ARCA, ISC
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The Drivers: Tomorrow’s Stars...Today!
Long before the term “Driver Development” existed, drivers leveraged success in in the ARCA Menards Series, ARCA Menards East and ARCA
Menards West to advance to the NASCAR Cup Series. Both the ARCA Menards Series and the West Series trace their roots back to the 1950s, and
the East Series has been producing major league driving stars since the 1980s. Among the drivers who won races and championships in the three
series then advanced to the NASCAR Cup level
>1950s Nelson Stacy, Parnelli Jones, Jim Rathmann, Marvin Panch, Herb Thomas
>1960s Charlie Glotzbach, Benny Parsons, Fireball Roberts, Darel Dieringer
>1970s Joe Ruttman, Grant Adcox
>1980s Davey Allison, Michael Waltrip, Ken Schrader, Jimmy Spencer, Randy LaJoie, Derrike Cope, Chad Little, Ernie Irvan
>1990s Kevin Harvick, Bob Keselowski, Jeremy Mayfield, Ricky Craven, Mike McLaughlin, Kenny Irwin
>Since 2000 Ryan Newman, Kyle Busch, Martin Truex Jr., David Ragan, Kurt Busch, Denny Hamlin, Justin Allgaier, Michael McDowell, Ricky
Stenhouse Jr., Matt DiBenedetto, Ty & Austin Dillon, Corey LaJoie, Chris Buescher, Erik Jones, Joey Logano, Bubba Wallace, Tyler Reddick, Cole
Custer, Kyle Larson, William Byron, Alex Bowman, Chase Elliott, Christopher Bell
Further substantiating the validity of the ARCA platform as a springboard to the NASCAR Cup Series is the presence over the years of major Cup
team owners fielding teams in ARCA, including Hendrick Motorsports, Joe Gibbs Racing, Team Penske, Richard Childress Racing, Roush Fenway
Racing and Chip Ganassi Racing.
Past champions of the ARCA Menards Series (AMS), ARCA Menards Series East (AME) and ARCA Menards Series West (AMW) and their current
full-time driving positions:
1998 AMW Kevin Harvick, NASCAR Cup Series Stewart-Haas Racing
2007 AME Joey Logano, NASCAR Cup Series Penske Racing
2008 AMS Justin Allgaier, NASCAR Xfinity Series JR Motorsports
2011 AMS Ty Dillon, NASCAR Cup Series Germain Racing
2012 AMS Chris Buescher, NASCAR Cup Series Roush Fenway Racing
2012 AME Kyle Larson, NASCAR Cup Series Chip Ganassi Racing
2014 AME Ben Rhodes, NASCAR Gander Truck Series Thorsport Racing
2015 AME William Byron, NASCAR Cup Series Hendrick Motorsports
2015 AMS Grant Enfinger, NASCAR Gander Truck Series Thorsport Racing
2016 AME Justin Haley, NASCAR Xfinity Series Kaulig Racing
2016 AMS Chase Briscoe, NASCAR Xfinity Series Stewart-Haas Racing
2016-17 AMW Todd Gilliland, NASCAR Gander Truck Series Front Row Motorsports
2017 AME Harrison Burton, NASCAR Xfinity Series Joe Gibbs Racing
2018 AMS Sheldon Creed, NASCAR Gander Truck Series GMS Racing
2018 AME Tyler Ankrum, NASCAR Gander Truck Series GMS Racing
2019 AMW Derek Kraus, NASCAR Gander Truck Series McAnally-Hilgemann Racing
2019 AMS Christian Eckes, NASCAR Gander Truck Series Kyle Busch Motorsports
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The Platform
Through comprehensive, integrated, turn-key packages, combining the major elements of
motorsports marketing, ARCA has strategically constructed a solid platform of assets attainable
through entitlements (listed below) built on the power of reach, value proposition, accessibility and
experiential opportunities designed to deliver a measurable and quantifiable return on investment.

•
•

Official/Exclusive Category Sponsorship
Event/Race Title Sponsorship

•
•

Team/Car Sponsorship
Performance Partner Program Sponsorship

Positioning your company brand with ours into the core of the sport can provide B2B/B2C relationship
opportunities within the industry.
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Multimedia
ARCA has built a wide range of opportunities for businesses, from local and regional to national and
international markets. Through its various platforms, data capture and national reach, ARCA is able to
deliver for its marketing partners a captive audience of auto racing fans and a detailed report of the
exposure. While providing a platform for our business partners to interact with our core customers, we
also offer several exposure opportunities on our website.

ARCAracing.com offers…
•

Run Of Site (ROS) Banner Inventory

•

Social Media Activities and Integration

•

Timing & Scoring Branding

•

Geo-Target Marketing

•

Online Call to Action Promotions

•

Data Capture
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The Opportunities
Sponsorship in the ARCA Menards Series is about more than a simple grandstand banner or repeated television mentions.
Developing a partnership with ARCA is the creation of a union with a storied organization, one deeply rooted in family and
motorsports history while keeping a focus on the future of business in sports. Fans and supporters of the ARCA Menards Series
are among the most loyal in the business of entertainment, and truly help the series to remain emergent in an ever-changing
market. Drivers, teams and series supporters alike truly value sponsors at all levels, helping to deliver tangible, influential
results to partners.
Simply, the opportunities for business success with the ARCA Menards Series are limitless.
Available upon request, ARCA can provide a full immersion outline with assets and programs customized to fit specific business
objectives. We can help your business maximize the benefits of a fully-integrated, effective motorsports marketing platform.

“Our relationship with the ARCA Menards Series continues to grow and prosper.
In addition to sponsoring a driver, we have been able to connect with our
customers in a variety of methods such as selling tickets, register to win
promotions, hospitality events and driver/car appearances at our stores. We see
great value in the ARCA Menards Series sponsorship and appreciate all the
opportunities we’ve received”.
- Jeff Abbott, Menards Spokesperson
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The Measurements
The comprehensive programs presented to your company include
both qualitative and quantitative reporting.
Through third-party valuation service Joyce Julius, ARCA will
subscribe to the NTIV Report on behalf of the sponsor, and provide
race-by-race assessment of exposure from the events, plus
quarterly evaluation of all media exposure garnered by
the program, through print, radio, television, digital and other
media. The comparable media value, when combined with the
tangible elements of the sponsorship package, have been
designed to produce a 6:1 return on investment.
Joyce Julius and Associates, Inc. has provided independent sports,
special event and entertainment program evaluation since 1985.
In that time, Joyce Julius and Associates has developed and
perfected fully-customizable products that have become the
industry standard in exposure measurement.
Joyce Julius’ web portal is available to ARCA teams and sponsors,
providing 24/7 access to key data, while also allowing for
complete customization of the findings in a user-friendly
environment.
Meltwater helps businesses drive growth and build brands.
Meltwater’s online intelligence platform analyzes billions of digital
documents daily to extract precise, timely business insights that
help more than 20,000 companies understand their markets,
engage their customers, and master the new social business
environment. With offices in 27 countries, Meltwater is dedicated
to personal, global service built on local expertise.
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Contact Information
ARCA
Mark Gundrum
VP, Business Development &
Corporate Partnerships
(734) 206-4179
mgundrum@arcaracing.com
Casey Wagner
Sr. Manager Marketing & Public
Relations
(734) 206-4180
cwagner@arcaracing.com
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